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Highly stretchable ionically crosslinked acrylate elas-
tomers inspired by polyelectrolyte complexes†

Hongyi Cai,a Zhongtong Wang,b Nyalaliska W. Utomo,c Yuval Vidavsky,‡b and Meredith N.
Silberstein∗b

Dynamic bonds are a powerful approach to tailor the mechanical properties of elastomers and in-
troduce shape-memory, self-healing, and recyclability. Among the library of dynamic crosslinks,
electrostatic interactions among oppositely charged ions have been shown to enable tough and re-
silient elastomers and hydrogels. In this work, we investigate the mechanical properties of ionically
crosslinked ethyl acrylate-based elastomers assembled from oppositely charged copolymers. Using
both infrared and Raman spectroscopy, we confirm that ionic interactions are established among
polymer chains. We find that the glass transition temperature of the complex is in between the two
individual copolymers, while the complex demonstrates higher stiffness and more recovery, indicating
that ionic bonds can strengthen and enhance recovery of these elastomers. We compare cycles to
increasing strain levels at different strain rates, and hypothesize that at fast strain rates ionic bonds
dynamically break and reform while entanglements do not have time to slip, and at slow strain rates
ionic interactions are disrupted and these entanglements slip significantly. Further, we show that a
higher ionic to neutral monomer ratio can increase the stiffness, but its effect on recovery is minimal.
Finally, taking advantage of the versatility of acrylates, ethyl acrylate is replaced with the more hy-
drophilic 2-hydroxyethyl acrylate, and the latter is shown to exhibit better recovery and self-healing
at a cost of stiffness and strength. The design principles uncovered for these easy-to-manufacture
polyelectrolyte complex-inspired bulk materials can be broadly applied to tailor elastomer stiffness,
strength, inelastic recovery, and self-healing for various applications.

1 Introduction
Elastomers have been a major industrial product since the vul-
canization of rubber was invented1. During vulcanization, cova-
lent bonds are created among polymer chains2,3. These covalent
crosslinks prevent chains from sliding past each other, therefore
playing a key role in tuning mechanical properties, including stiff-
ness, toughness and ductility4. However, the nature of such co-
valent connections prohibits the reformation of bonds when they
are broken due to mechanical stress5,6, oxidative aging7, chemi-
cal degradation8 or other factors. Irreversible breakage limits the
resilience and lifetime of elastomers9. Additionally, these cova-
lent crosslinks prevent straightforward recycling of elastomers10.
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As an alternative strategy, reversible crosslinks are intro-
duced to polymeric networks to tailor their mechanical prop-
erties11,12. Typical choices include ionic bonds13,14, metal-
ligand coordination15–19, hydrogen bonding20–23, dynamic co-
valent bonds,24–27, π-π stacking28, and cationic-aromatic in-
teractions29. Unlike the conventional covalent crosslinks men-
tioned above, these dynamic linkages are able to reform af-
ter they are broken. The scission and reattachment of such
bonds allow controlled stress relaxation30 and high fracture
toughness31,32. In addition, this reversibility also unlocks a
variety of advanced properties, like shape-memory33–35, self-
healing36–38, recyclability39,40, strong adhesion41 with triggered
detachment42, 3D printing43–45, and surface adaptation46. For
example, shape-memory materials can be manufactured by us-
ing a combination of permanent and reversible bonding net-
works, where the permanent network “memorizes” the designed
shape while the reversible bonding network temporarily holds the
alternate shape34,35,47. The self-healing process of such elas-
tomers can take place at room temperature36. It can also be
facilitated by different stimuli, such as elevated temperature48,
light49, and chemical exposure50. For example, Yoshie and coau-
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Table 1 The charged monomer percentage and elastic modulus of individual copolymers and complexes

Materials Norminal charge (mol%) Actual charge (mol%) Elastic modulus at 0.1 s-1 (MPa)
EA20+ 4.8 3.2 0.7
EA20- 4.8 2.6 0.8
EA20+/- 4.8 2.8 1.7
EA10+ 9.1 6.0 0.8
EA10- 9.1 4.0 0.9
EA10+/- 9.1 4.8 2.3
EA5+ 16.7 17.8 0.2
EA5- 16.7 15.8 1.3
EA5+/- 16.7 16.8 5.9
HEA5+ 16.7 14.5 0.4
HEA5- 16.7 15.6 0.7
HEA5+/- 16.7 15.0 1.1

thors mended a poly(ethylene adipate) network constructed by
Diels–Alder (DA) reactions at 60 ◦C48. Ji et al. fabricated
polyurethane with dynamic diselenide bonds and induced self-
healing behavior with visible light or 457 nm laser49. Miwa
and coworkers reported one ionically crosslinked elastomer that
can be softened and can quickly self-heal in the presence of CO2
gas50. Soft materials with the above characteristics have been
applied to energy storage51,52, soft robotics53,54, wearable elec-
tronics55, and tissue engineering56,57.

Ionic bond-based dynamic polymer networks are built by elec-
trostatic interactions between oppositely charged species. These
ionic bonds can be found in both hydrogels58–62 and elas-
tomers63–65. Sun et al. fabricated hydrogels based on polyam-
pholytes, polymers bearing both cationic and anionic groups, and
the materials demonstrate high toughness, self-healing and vis-
coelasticity58. Later, polyelectrolyte complexes (PECs) are intro-
duced in hydrogel fabrication, which are formed by mixing poly-
cations and polyanions in solution59. In addition to the men-
tioned mechanical properties of polyampholyte and PEC hydro-
gels, these materials also demonstrate saloplasticity66–70, mean-
ing they can be softened with salt doping, which enables 3D print-
ing44. Luo and coworkers successfully dissolved PECs in NaCl
solution and reprocessed them into films, sheets, fibers, and cap-
sules60. Mixing of cationic and anionic polymers has also been
used in PDMS-based elastomers63,71. A recent work by Zheng
et al. demonstrates high mechanical strength and thermal repro-
cessing for silicone-based elastomers bonded with Gemini (dou-
ble ionic) crosslinks64.

Inspired by PECs68,72–76, in this paper we introduce acrylate-
based elastomers crosslinked with ionic functionality, which show
both viscoelasticity and self-healing properties and sustain large
deformation. We choose acrylates as our monomer system be-
cause this requires only simple chemistry (free radical polymer-
ization here) yet provides the opportunity for more complicated
architectures (e.g. via controlled polymerization). In this work,
we synthesized copolymers with both neutral and charged com-
ponents. The neutral component provides rubbery properties
while the charged component forms crosslinks. Acrylates con-
tain a large library of monomers and enable tuning properties by
changing the ratio of neutral to charged monomers or by switch-
ing the monomer type. We first verify the existence of ionic
crosslinks by vibrational spectroscopies, followed by demonstrat-
ing that stiffness and recovery under cyclic loading are both en-

hanced by these ionic bonds. Then we take advantage of the ver-
satility of acrylates, to investigate the effect of crosslink density
and different neutral monomer species on mechanical response
and self-healing behavior. This work will add understanding
of structure-function relationships for ionically-crosslinked poly-
meric elastomers, with a focus on tunable mechanical properties
including recovery. It will also broaden the path to future high-
performing elastomers.

2 Results and Discussion
Ethyl acrylate (EA) copolymers were synthesized by free radi-
cal polymerization. We adapt a reported procedure for copoly-
merization of sodium 4-styrenesulfonyl(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)
imide and EA77, instead using [2-(acryloyloxy)ethyl]trimethyl-
ammonium chloride (ATMAC) for the cationic copolymers and 3-
sulfopropyl acrylate potassium (SPAP) for the anionic copolymers
(Figure 1a, SI Section 1). Each copolymer went through dialysis
to be purified. For convenience, we name each copolymer ac-
cording to its neutral monomer identity, target ratio of neutral to
charged monomer, and whether it has positive or negative charge.
For example, the cationic copolymer with an ingredient monomer
ratio EA:ATMAC = 5:1 is EA5+, and the anionic copolymer with
an ingredient monomer ratio EA:SPAP = 5:1 as EA5-. The ac-
tual ionic component ratios of EA20+, EA10+, EA5+ and EA5-
were characterized by 1H nuclear magnetic resonance (1H-NMR,
Figure S1-S3, S5), while the ratios of EA20- and EA10- were de-
termined from x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) (Table S3)
due to poor signals of ionic functionality in these polymers from
1H-NMR. It is worth noting that our individual copolymers fall
in the classification of ionomers78 with their relatively low ionic
ratio. To assemble the complex, EA5+ and EA5- were mixed at a
ratio such that both copolymers contain the same amount of ionic
functionality (i.e. more EA5- than EA5+), followed by a second
dialysis to remove the counterions (Figure 1b). The obtained ma-
terial is named EA5+/-. Likewise, EA10+/- and EA20+/- were
formed from mixing EA10+ and EA10-, and EA20+ and EA20-,
respectively. It is worth noting that after the first dialysis, the indi-
vidual components of the complex are still fully dissolved within
the dialysis tubing, while after the second dialysis, the complex
is a white rubbery solid, suggesting that ionic crosslinking has
occurred between the oppositely charged polymers. To demon-
strate the removal of counterions during complexation, we mea-
sured the conductivity of individual copolymers and the complex,
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Fig. 1 (a)Scheme for synthesis of anionic and cationic EA-based copolymer using 4,4’-azobis(4-cyanovaleric acid) (ABCVA) as the initiator. (b)Scheme
showing complex assembly from two oppositely charged copolymers. The copolymers are first mixed, followed by dialysis to remove the counter-ions
from the complex. Ionic crosslinks are formed inside the material. (c)Comparison of FTIR spectra of the complex and the individual components in
the 980-1080 cm-1 range. The peaks indicated with arrows correspond to the symmetric vibration of the SO –

3 group. The peak position moves to
a lower wavenumber when the complex is formed. (d)Raman spectroscopy comparison of the complex and the individual components over the same
range. The peaks shown also correspond to the S=O bonds in the SO –

3 group, with the complex peak located at a lower wavenumber position.

which can be a rough estimate of mobile ion concentration. The
conductivity of EA20+ is 8.38×10−8 S · m-1, EA20- is 6.27×10−8

S · m-1, and EA20+/- is 2.14×10−9 S · m-1.This indicates that the
complex has an ion concentration much lower than the individual
components. Elemental analysis (Table S4) also shows that most
counterions have been removed. The specimens were stored at a
relative humidity of 54% prior to testing, since hydration can act
as a plasticizer79. The water content by mass of EA20+, EA20-,
EA20+/-, EA10+/- and EA5+/- is 2.8%, 2.0%, 1.7%, 2.3%, and
4.9%, respectively.

To find evidence of ionic crosslinks within the complex, Fourier-
transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy and Raman spectroscopy
were used to characterize both the individual components and
the complex. In the shown FTIR spectra (Figure 1c), both EA5+/-
and EA5- have two peaks while EA5+ only has one. The higher-
wavenumber peak is associated with the symmetric vibration of
the SO –

3 functionality80. This peak redshifts from 1042 cm-1 in
EA5- to 1034 cm-1 in EA5+/-. This shift marks the local chemi-
cal environment change around the SO –

3 functionality, which is
likely due to potassium being replaced by quaternary ammonium
during the complex formation. The ionic crosslinking can also be
confirmed from Raman spectroscopy (Figure 1d). Both EA5+/-

and EA5- have a sharp peak corresponding to the S=O bonds in
the SO –

3 groups81 in the displayed region while it is absent in
EA5+. This peak redshifts from 1061 cm-1 in EA5- to 1041 cm-1

in EA5+/-. Both spectroscopy characterizations show local envi-
ronment change near the SO –

3 groups, indicating that there are
ionic bonds between the cationic and anionic copolymers during
the complex formation.

Next, thermal and mechanical properties are compared among
the individual components and the complexes using the 1:20 set
of materials. We first investigate the glass transition temperature
(Tg) with differential scanning calorimetry (DSC, Figure 2a). The
complex has a Tg of -5.10 °C, in between that of the positive com-
ponent (-5.95 °C) and the negative component (-3.07 °C). For ref-
erence, the homopolymer Tg for EA is -23 °C82, for poly(sodium
4-styrene sulfonate) (PSS, polymers with SO –

3 groups) is 180
°C83 and for poly-(diallyldimethylammonium chloride) (PDAD-
MAC, polymers with quaternary ammonium) is 166 °C84 from
DSC. The Tg of our EA-based copolymers is significantly lower
than those of ionic homopolymers while higher than that of EA,
which is a typical characteristic of copolymers85. While the EA
homopolymer is a sticky and highly viscous fluid, the copoly-
mers and the complexes are rubbery solids. We also studied
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Fig. 2 Comparison between the complex and the individual components. (a)Heat flow curves of the second heating scans with "exotherm up" for
the complex and the individual components from DSC. (b)Temperature dependence of tanδ from DMA. Both DSC and DMA indicate the Tg of the
complex is in between those of the individual components. (c)Stress-strain curves obtained from monotonic tensile tests at a 0.1 s-1 strain rate, with
the complex being much stronger while as stretchable as the individual components. (d-f)Repeated cyclic tensile test results for (d)the complex, (e)the
cationic component and (f)the anionic component, at a strain rate of 0.1 s-1, with a 10 min wait time between cycles.

the thermo-mechanical properties by dynamic mechanical anal-
ysis (DMA), since this technique tends to give results more re-
lated to mechanical properties (Figure 2b). The tanδ of both the
individual components and the complex show a single peak, indi-
cating minimal phase separation within these copolymers. From
DMA results, the complex has a Tg at 7 °C, also in between that of
the positive component (4 °C) and the negative component (17
°C). This intermediate Tg means that difference we see in the sub-
sequent stress-strain curves between the individual components
and the complex are not due to a Tg shift.

Next, the three materials were subjected to large deformation
monotonic tension at constant strain rate (0.1 s-1) (Figure 2c).
For all tensile testing, we used rectangular specimens of width 4
mm and thickness approximately 1 mm, with an initial grip-to-
grip distance of 20 mm. All results are reported in terms of en-
gineering stress and engineering strain, referred to from here on
as simply stress and strain. Force data was converted to engineer-
ing stress by divided by initial cross-sectional area. The crosshead
displacement was converted to engineering strain by divided by
the initial grip-to-grip distance. The three materials have simi-
larly shaped stress-strain curves: an initial linear elastic regime,
followed by a strain hardening stage, and after reaching the maxi-
mum stress, all three elastomers soften monotonically but remain
intact, exceeding 4000% engineering strain, which corresponds

to the travel limit of the tensile machine. At such large defor-
mation, the materials demonstrate a clear decrease in width and
thickness. Ionomers are known to improve strength and tough-
ness compared to homopolymers78. For example, in sulfonated
polystyrene (SPS) a low ion content (less than ca. 4 mol%) can
increase the tensile strength by 17% and the toughness by 38%,
while a higher ion content of about 8 mol% can boost the tensile
strength by 57% and the toughness by 100%86. Similar effects
on mechanical properties can be also seen in polyurethanes87.
This is also true for our ionomers considering the transforma-
tion from a highly viscous fluid homopolymer to a rubbery solid
ionomer with an ion content of ca. 3 mol%. Quantitatively, there
are significant differences between the complex and the individ-
ual components. First, the stiffness of the complex is 1.7 MPa,
significantly higher than the stiffness of either of the individual
components, the cationic one being 0.7 MPa and the anionic one
being 0.8 MPa. For reference, poly(ethyl acrylate) with an Mn of
120 kg/mol shows a storage plateau modulus of 2.2× 105 Pa at
291 K88. Second, the maximum engineering stress and the strain
hardening slope are also higher for the complex (0.8 MPa vs. 0.2
MPa for the cationic and the anionic ones). It is clear that the
attractive ionic interactions among polymer chains enhance the
overall stiffness and strength of the complex, without seriously
diminishing the ability to be stretched as typically results from
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Fig. 3 Mechanical strain rate sensitivity of EA20+/-. (a)Stress-strain curves of monotonic tensile tests obtained at three different strain rates.
(b-d)Cyclic tensile loading with an increasing strain at (b)1 s-1, (c)0.01 s-1 and (d)0.1 s-1. M stands for monotonic testing to failure. These display
that the recovery behavior can significantly change at different strain rates.

covalent crosslinking. Third, the onset of softening is at slightly
larger strains for the complex than the two individual compo-
nents, which likely results from the ionic bonds delaying the rel-
ative flow of polymer chains. Finally, the toughness of EA20+/-
appears to me much larger than that of EA20+ and EA20-, with
the area under the stress-strain curve over the range of strain we
tested increasing by 345%.

To investigate the inelastic recovery after mechanical loading,
EA20+/-, EA20+, and EA20- were subjected to multiple repeated
cyclic tensile loading tests to a strain of 500% with a hold time
of 10 min between cycles (Figure 2d-f). Interestingly, the unload-
ing stress-strain curves are similar in shape for all three materials.
The complex recovers a larger fraction of energy upon unloading
than the two components (44% vs. 40% for both the anionic and
the cationic) and also reaches a smaller residual strain (104% vs.
117% for the anionic and 118% for the cationic). After reaching
zero force upon unloading, the thin specimen bends and contin-
ues to recover as the grips move to their initial position and hold
for 10 min. Upon reloading, all three materials show incomplete

strain recovery, a reduced elastic modulus, and reduced rollover
stress and peak cycle stress. The residual strain upon unload-
ing and residual strain upon reloading continue to increase with
cycle number, and the elastic modulus and strength continue to
decrease with cycle number. The polymers exhibit a shakedown
behavior89 with the load and unload curves for all three materi-
als approaching a similar and stable shape as the cycle number
increases. Residual strain at the beginning of each cycle, stress
at the maximum strain of each cycle and modulus were extracted
from the plot as parameters to quantitatively analyze the recovery
(Figure S7). The complex exhibits less accumulation of residual
strain than the individual components. At the start of the 10th cy-
cle, the complex has 57% residual strain, while the cationic and
the anionic components have 81% and 77%, respectively. Simi-
larly, the decay in stress and modulus is smaller for the complex.
These observations suggest that the ionic interactions between
the polymer chains of opposite charge improve the recovery of
the material.

One interesting characteristic of materials with dynamic
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Fig. 4 Comparison of complexes with different ratios of charged to neutral monomers within the polymers. (a)Heat flow curves of the second heating
scans with "exotherm up" obtained by DSC. As the crosslink density increases, Tg increases and the glass transition regime grows wider. (b) I(q) vs.
q plot from SAXS of the three EA complexes and the EA homopolymer. The solid line is a smoothed version of the original data using 100 pt SG
smoothing. A single shared peak at 4 nm-1 is observed. (c)Stress-strain curves obtained from monotonic tensile tests at a 0.1 s-1 strain rate. The 1:5
and 1:10 complexes fracture while the 1:20 one softens. (d)Residual strain upon reloading of each cycle from repeated cyclic tensile tests at a 0.1 s-1

strain rate. The difference in recovery is similar.

crosslinks is the strain-rate dependence of the mechanical prop-
erties58,90–93. Since our complexes contain attractive ionic inter-
actions among the polymer chains, which can dynamically break
and reform, we anticipated that they should also exhibit signif-
icant strain rate dependence. Monotonic tensile tests were per-
formed on EA20+/- at three different strain rates (Figure 3a).
The strain rate affects both the shape of the curve and the val-
ues of the modulus, maximum stress, etc. At the slowest strain
rate, 0.01 s-1, the complex reaches a small maximum engineering
stress of around 0.1 MPa at a strain of 204%, and then the stress
decreases monotonically and approaches zero. Visually, the ma-
terial stays intact past 4000% strain. At a fast strain rate, 1 s-1,
the complex becomes stiff and solid-like. It has an elastic regime
and the strain hardening stage, similar to the previously discussed
curve at 0.1 s-1, but the slopes are steeper, and the softening is
absent, with the complex instead breaking. Still, at such a fast

strain rate, the material is quite stretchable, reaching a maximum
engineering strain of around 1100%. The moduli at the three
strain rates (0.01 s-1, 0.1 s-1 and 1 s-1) are 0.8 MPa, 1.7 MPa and
2.0 MPa, respectively. We expect that this strain rate dependence
arises from dynamic ionic interactions among the polymer chains
in the complex as well as physical entanglements.

We also conducted cycles to increasing strain levels and com-
pare those with the monotonic stress-strain curves at each strain
rate in order to better understand the mechanisms governing each
strain rate (Figure 3b-d). This experiment reveals a rather in-
teresting characteristic of the material. At the fastest rate, the
reloading curve is nearly identical to the monotonic curve, with
only a slight drop in rollover stress and an early onset of failure
(Figure 3b). This similarity is despite a clearly inelastic unload-
ing curve resulting in significant residual strain prior to the 10
min stress free hold period. Clearly whatever interactions were
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Fig. 5 Comparison of mechanical properties for HEA vs. EA. HEA is more hydrophilic while EA is more hydrophobic. (a)Stress-strain curves obtained
from monotonic tensile tests of virgin and self-healing samples with different healing time. The HEA samples are less strong but heal somewhat better.
(b,c)Cyclic tensile stress-strain curves of (b)EA and (c)HEA for different waiting times at a 0.1 s-1 strain rate. For each type of material, curves are
obtained from double cycles with different waiting time in between the first and second using fresh specimens. The initial cycle is the first cycle (using
results of 10 min waiting time as representation), and cycles labeled with waiting time are the second cycles. Full results can be found in Figure S11.

disrupted during loading, were able to nearly fully recover dur-
ing the 10 minutes. We hypothesize that at this fastest rate, ionic
bonds can break and reform, but that entanglements mostly do
not have time to slip, leaving a crosslink-like memory of the ini-
tial material configuration. At the slowest rate, the material starts
softening by a strain of 200%, reaching a stress less than 12% of
its peak by 4000% strain. (Figure 3c). Here, the second and sub-
sequent loading curves are substantially below the initial loading
in terms of stiffness and strength. Unlike in the fast rate test, the
residual strain does not recover back to zero before the second
cycle, even though the hold time is the same, suggesting that the
complex loses more of its memory under this slower loading, and
likely experiences significant entanglement slip in addition to dis-
ruption of ionic interactions. While this entanglement slip is likely
substantial at this rate even in the monotonic case, the greater
duration of the load history for the cyclic loading sequence will
enhance it further. The intermediate strain rate actually has the
greatest difference between the monotonic and cyclic stress-strain
curves (Figure 3d). We believe that this is because the extra cycles
provide more time at intermediate stress values for disruption of
ionic interactions and entanglement slip, compared to the mono-
tonic test. Finally, we conduct cyclic tests for each strain rate to a
constant strain of 500% with a 10 minute hold time in between,
analogous to the experiments in Figure 2d-f (Figure S8). Up to
this strain level, which is prior to significant softening, the fastest
rate is more similar to the initial loading, followed by the middle
rate, and then the slowest strain rate. For quantitative analysis,
the residual strain of cycles at 0.01 s-1 increases the most, fol-
lowed by those at 0.1 s-1 and 1 s-1. The 0.01 s-1 tests also have
the most decay in strength and modulus. These results indicate
better recovery of the EA complexes at a faster strain rate.

Next, the effect of the ratio of ionic to neutral functionality is
studied. DSC (Figure 4a) shows increasing Tg as the crosslink
density increases, from -5.10 °C for EA20+/- and 1.34 °C for
EA10+/- to 14.90 °C for EA5+/-. One thing worth noticing is
that the temperature range of the glass transition regime grows

wider as the ionic ratio increases. DMA tanδ vs. temperature plots
(Figure S9a) also show a widened peak for EA10+/- compared
to EA20+/-, and the EA5+/- curve barely exhibits a peak. Both
results indicate the existence of more complicated dynamics for
complexes with higher ratio of ionic functionality. Small angle X-
ray scattering (SAXS) data of the three EA complexes and the EA
homopolymer (Figure 4b) was gathered to investigate whether
the broadening transition seen in both DSC and DMA are caused
by domain formation as the ionic ratio increases. All four ma-
terials share a peak at 4 nm-1, which corresponds roughly to a
length between one to two carbon-carbon single bonds if spheri-
cal scattering elements are assumed. The low q upturn observed
for all four materials is typically attributed to structural inhomo-
geneities on larger length scales94. We observe a steeper decline
in scattering intensity as q increases for EA10+/- and EA5+/-
than EA20+/- in the 1.4 nm-1 to 2.6 nm-1 region, suggesting
that there are larger inhomogeneities in the two complexes with
higher ionic content than for the third. A Kratky plot of the data
(Iq2 vs q, Figure S13) also illustrates the shared peak at 4 nm-1

and the lack of defined peak in the low q regime indicates that all
samples are inherently disordered95. Scattering from the com-
plexes are not conclusively different, and we believe there is no
domain formation in our materials.

Stress-strain curves obtained from monotonic tensile tests (Fig-
ure 4c) show significant differences for EA complexes as a func-
tion of ionic functionality fraction. Most notably, the 1:5 and 1:10
complexes fracture rather than soften. A higher ionic functional-
ity fraction results in a larger modulus (5.9 MPa and 2.3 MPa for
1:5 and 1:10, respectively vs 1.7 MPa for 1:20) and maximum
stress (1.4 MPa and 0.9 MPa vs 0.8 MPa for 1:20), matching the
expected trend from the Tg change. The ability to be stretched
is also restricted by the greater ratio of ionic functional groups,
with the maximum engineering strain being 953% for 1:5 and
1195% for 1:10. These fracture strains are both lower than even
the onset of softening for the 1:20 polymer complex. It is shown
here that the larger number of ionic interactions enhances stiff-
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ness and strength of the complexes, but also limits the strain to
failure, which matches our expectation for crosslinks, regardless
of traditional covalent or dynamic ones. Inelastic recovery was
again investigated through repeated cyclic tensile tests (Figure
S9). The shapes of the load-unload cycles look similar for the
three different ionic ratios. Unexpectedly, the ability to recover
is quite similar for complexes with different ionic bond density.
For the first few cycles EA5+/- has the greatest residual strain
upon reloading, followed by EA20+/- and EA10+/- (Figure 4d).
However, by the eighth cycle the residual strain of all three ma-
terials is within experimental error. For normalized strength and
modulus (Figure S9d,e), the plots for the three materials simi-
larly overlap. We hypothesize that while a higher ratio of ionic
to neutral monomers provides more sites for the bonds to reform,
it also restrains the chain configurations from changing relative
to each other, making it harder to coil back. It has been shown
that, in polyelectrolyte multilayer (PEM) films, charged polymer
chains will uncoil under tension96. Water uptake is also observed
during stretching in PEM, which could be due to water bound
directly to charged molecules, showing transient ionic crosslink
disruption.97 The complexity of structures suggested by DSC and
DMA could also be a factor. These competing mechanisms dimin-
ish the possibility to see a dramatic recovery difference among the
three complexes.

As we discussed in the introduction, one reason to use acry-
lates is that it is easy to find monomer candidates in this family,
making it simple to modify the polymer structure. To exhibit the
versatility of our strategy, we synthesized ionic copolymers us-
ing a different neutral monomer, 2-hydroxyethyl acrylate (HEA).
The homopolymer of HEA has a Tg at -14 °C82, similar to that
of EA, while the hydroxyl group introduces hydrophilicity to the
polymer. We anticipated that the HEA-based complex would show
faster recovery, as the more hydrophilic material may absorb more
water from the atmosphere, increasing polymer chain mobility.
The stiffness and strength of the material should decrease since
water acts as a plasticizer. The synthesized HEA5+ and HEA5-
have similar ionic ratios as EA5+ and EA5- (Figure S4, S6). The
water content of EA5+/- is 4.9% and HEA5+/- is 8.7% by mass
when both are equilibrated in atmosphere at a relative humid-
ity of 54%. A screening effect from the counterions can be seen
with our HEA5 copolymers. HEA5+ and HEA5- were separately
dissolved in an 0.5 M aqueous solution of KCl. When the two
solutions were mixed, the product was still a transparent, color-
less solution without precipitation. As expected, the HEA-based
complexes show decreased stiffness and strength compared to the
EA-based complexes at the same ionic ratio, and the recovery is
faster. From both DSC and DMA, the Tg of HEA5+/- is lower than
EA5+/- (Figure S10a,b). Under monotonic loading (Figure 5a),
the stiffness for HEA5+/- is 1.1 MPa while that of EA5+/- is 5.9
MPa. Recovery was investigated both through self-healing tests
and cyclic tests with varied hold times at zero stress. The self-
healing properties of the complexes were investigated by cutting
the samples into two pieces, reattaching them at the cut surface,
placing them in a rectangular mold of their original size, and then
subjecting them to monotonic tensile testing after waiting for a
set time. Both EA and HEA show good recovery from the damage

after reattachment and waiting for two days at room tempera-
ture. EA heals to slightly over half the maximum engineering
strain while HEA recovers over 60%. Both materials fail at the
cut surface. At one day, there is a greater difference between the
two materials with HEA recovering 47% and EA recovering only
20%, reflecting the greater HEA mobility. Under cyclic tensile
tests with varied waiting time it is again clear that as intended,
the HEA complexes have a faster pace of recovery (Figure 5b,c).
After 30 min, HEA recovers 94% of its strength while EA recovers
only 85%. The unloading curves of HEA5+/- are closer to the
corresponding loading/reloading ones than EA5+/-. Cyclic ten-
sile tests with the same waiting time also support the argument
of greater recovery for HEA vs EA (Figure S10c-f).

3 Conclusions
In this work, we explored the mechanical properties of ionically
crosslinked acrylate-based elastomers assembled from two oppo-
sitely charged copolymers, including stiffness, strength, recovery,
and self-healing. We first confirmed the existence of ionic inter-
actions in our elastomers using FTIR and Raman spectroscopy,
where we find redshift of the SO –

3 functional group. Next,
through DSC and DMA we recorded that the Tg of the complex
is in between the two individual components, but the complex
has higher stiffness and shows more recovery, which indicates the
strengthening and recovering effect of ionic bonds in the elas-
tomer. We then navigated the mechanical strain rate dependence
of our complexes, reaching a conclusion that higher strength and
better recovery can be obtained at faster strain rates. Comparing
cycles to increasing strain levels to monotonic stress-strain curves,
we draw a picture that at fast strain rates ionic bonds dynamically
break and reform while entanglements do not have time to slip,
and at slow strain rates ionic interactions are disrupted and these
entanglements slip significantly. Following this, we discovered
that a higher density of ionic crosslinks can increase Tg and stiff-
ness, but its effect on recovery is minimal. We attribute this to two
competing factors, the number of sites for ionic bonds to reform
and restraint of chain configuration due to these bonds. Finally,
we compared the mechanical response between more hydrophilic
and more hydrophobic elastomers, showing that a water content
difference of ∼ 4% can help with recovery and self-healing, but at
a cost to stiffness and strength. The design principles uncovered
here for these easy to manufacture bulk materials formed from
mixing oppositely charged chains, can be broadly applied in the
future to tailor elastomer stiffness, strength, inelastic recovery,
and self-healing for different applications. Further investigation
into the relationship between polymer chain configuration and
mechanical response like using labeled monomers96 could help
deepen the understanding of these elastomers.
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